WHY MY TITHE IS IN SILVER
By Brian Korn

A tithe is to be one’s best given to God. What the Bible teaches about tithes and
offerings is that they need to be the first and the best, without spot or blemish. As
opposed to offering leftovers or second best.
Giving paper currency to God is not the best I can do. The money we use today is not
real, nor is it backed by anything at all. It’s just either papers with numbers on them or
numbers stored in computers, such as debit or credit cards or bank accounts. This is the
money we use today. Paper burns. The same material we use to wipe after using the
toilet is the same material we buy and sell with. Cash goes through the hands of
prostitutes, pimps, and drug dealers. No one wants to handle that anymore due to
Covid-19. And there is no intrinsic value in the dollar. In and of itself it is worthless and
can only be relied upon so long as the secular Government says we use it. And what real
value is there in a debit card, credit card, or bank account? It is only numbers stored in
a computer. Those numbers can be altered with a push of a button, literally.
What the Bible calls money is real money. Whenever there is a legal purchase
transaction talked about in the Bible it is done in silver (Genesis 23:15-16, Jeremiah
32:9-10, Matthew 26:14-15). When people make offerings the real money is weighed, not
counted (Exodus 30:13, Matthew 17:24-27). The silver coin will always be money. But
paper money and numbers in computers can fail in a moment. Then what are you left
with? It would be second best for me and the church if I gave cash.
I pray that the church would not take these silver coins of my tithe and exchange them
for cash. You can store them in the church’s safe or trade them for goods or services.
They will always retain their value even when the dollar fails, or the computers go down,
or there’s some kind of war, or the Government changes the currency, silver will always
be accepted for trade. Whereas the dollar may or may not retain its value. Who can
know?
So I will be giving my tithes and offerings to the church in silver because silver is
better money than paper.
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Real Money - Gold and Silver is Weighed

Fake (fiat) currency has no intrinsic value and is Unconstitutional
(See Article 1, Section 10 - US Constitution)

The economy as we know it is going to fail soon. But that’s to be expected when you build the entire economy
on paper and numbers in Computers. That’s all our money really is.
If you have thousands of dollars in cash or “in the bank,” what is that exactly? $1000 in cash is paper, the
same substance you use to wipe yourself with after you use the toilet. It is fiat currency. It has no intrinsic
value. And no one is going to accept cash anymore after this Coronavirus. Cash goes through the hands of
prostitutes, pimps, and drug dealers and no one is going to want to handle that paper anymore. A lot of places
are already not accepting cash or discouraging its use.
And what about a bank account? What about a debit card or a credit card? What is that exactly? You turn on
your computer and you look at your bank account or debit card and you see numbers in it. That’s all it is. It’s
going to mean nothing in a minute. In fact, it already does. You won’t be able to trade imaginary numbers in
computers for food and goods and services. Maybe right now you still can, but one EMP weapon set off by
some crazy terrorist or Islamic government could put that to an end in a moment.
The only safe kind of money to have right now is silver and gold. Actual physical silver and gold in your
personal possession, not a certificate or a document stating that you own gold or silver. And not silver or gold
stored in some safe deposit box in some bank. If it’s a document it’s as good as cash… worthless. And if it’s
not on your person or in your safe at home you might as well kiss it goodbye. Who knows what could happen
to it in some other place? Even The US Constitution in Article 1, section 10 reads "No state shall... coin money,
emit bills of credit, make any thing but gold and silver a tender in payment of debts..." This means that the only
Constitutionally valid forms of money are gold or silver coin. Also, every legal purchase transaction talked
about it the Bible is done in silver or gold. Never cash. The money is weighed on a scale, not counted. (Jer
32:9-10, Gen 23:15-16, Mat 26:14-15)
Silver is relatively inexpensive right now at about $20/oz considering all that is going on and I would highly
recommend, and ask you to please buy some silver and/or some gold to protect your assets, and your ability to
help others in the future if the economy truly does fail. If you have access to cash you should turn those
numbers and papers into something that is actually real and valuable right now and will surely retain its value.
Otherwise, you may lose everything and possibly not be able to help others either. Real money is weighed, not
counted.
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